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Cosmologia 
é o estudo da estrutura e dinâmica do Universo em 

LARGA ESCALA

O “Ultra Deep Field” do Hubble Space Telescope.
Quase todos os pontos luminosos desta imagem são uma galáxia inteira!

Estima-se que esta pequena região do Universo contenha quase 200 mil milhões de galáxias.
Esta região é na constelação Fornax (Fornalha - Hemisfério Sul). Os dados foram obtidos pelo HST entre Sep 3, 2003 - Jan 16, 2004. 

Esta região do céu foi escolhida por ter uma densidade baixa de estrelas brilhantes na região “near-field”.
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Cosmologia 
tem origem etimológica no grego:

“Cosmos”=ordem + “Logia”=estudo, tratado
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Cosmologia 
tem origem etimológica no grego:

“Cosmos”=ordem + “Logia”=estudo, tratado

A palavra Cosmologia 
foi usada primeiro pelo filósofo alemão Christian Wolff

no seu tratado “Cosmologia Generalis” (1730)

Placa no edifício de Wroclaw (hoje Polónia)
onde Wolff nasceu e viveu de 1679-1699
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Compreender o que é o Universo, a sua origem e a sua evolução, 
está intimamente ligado a questões sobre 

o lugar do Homem no Universo. 
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A Cosmologia científica moderna
aborda esta questão usando o método científico, 

baseado na 
linguagem matemática, 

nas leis da física com base empírica 
e em observações astrofísicas.
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A Cosmologia científica moderna
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baseado na 
linguagem matemática, 
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A Cosmologia científica moderna
aborda esta questão usando o método científico, 

baseado na 
linguagem matemática, 

nas leis da física com base empírica 
e em observações astrofísicas.

Baseado nestes princípios e métodos 
a cosmologia científica moderna atravessa uma

era revolucionária.

Observações recentes de alta precisão 
restringiram consideravalmente as especulações teóricas

originando um extraordinário cenário para o que é o Universo:
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Como construimos um tão extraordinário modelo?
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“Timeline”:

1915

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
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“Timeline”:

1915

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Pintura: Peter Wharton

A construção da 
Relatividade 

Geral
por A. Einstein

O espaço-tempo
é dinâmico
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1917

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Insatisfeito com o facto
de as soluções cosmológicas

das suas equações terem 
singularidades, Einstein 

modifica-as introduzindo a
Constante Cosmologica

 ”Cosmological considerations on the General Theory of Relativity”
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



1917

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Insatisfeito com o facto
de as soluções cosmológicas

das suas equações terem 
singularidades, Einstein 

modifica-as introduzindo a
Constante Cosmologica

Com as novas equações, 
Einstein deduz uma nova solução 

cosmológica:
O Universo Estático de Einstein

 ”Cosmological considerations on the General Theory of Relativity”
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



1917

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

No mesmo ano Willem de Sitter a 
solução para um Universo vazio 
das novas equações de Einstein:

o Universo de de Sitter.
Este é o primeiro exemplo de um  

Universo inflacionário
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1922-24

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Alexander Friedmann considerou 
modelos cosmológicos em 

Relatividade Geral com curvatura 
espacial (constante).

Os modelos cosmologicos 
homogéneos e isotrópicos são 

denominados
Universos de FRW ou FLRW

(Friedmann-(Lemaître-)
Robertson-Walker) e uma ou 

ambas as equações de Einstein 
para estes modelos são chamadas

 “equação de Friedmann”. 
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1927

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Georges Lemaître estudou os 
mesmos modelos e foi o primeiro a:

 - prever a expansão do Universo;  

- propôr a “lei de Hubble”;

- estimar “o parâmetro de Hubble”;

- uma teoria para a origem do 
Universo do tipo “Big Bang”, a que 

ele chamou “átomo primevo” ou 
“ovo cósmico” (1931) 
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1929

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Edwin Hubble descobre a EXPANSÃO DO UNIVERSO
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1932-33

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Jan Oort

Fritz Zwicky

Jan Oort e Fritz Zwicky
observeram que para tanto para 

explicar as velocidades orbitais de estrelas
na Via Láctea como para explicar as 

velocidades de galáxias em aglomerados
a massa “visível” não é suficiente. 

Foi a primeira evidência da
matéria escura.
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1935-37

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Howard Robertson (americano) e Arthur Walker (inglês)
demonstram rigorosamente que a métrica de FLRW é única para 

Universos cujas secções espaciais sejam 
homogéneas e isotropicas.

ds2 = −c2dt2 + a(t)2
�

dr2

1− kr2
+ r2

�
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

��
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1946-48

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

George Gamow desenvolve a teoria
do “Big Bang” de Lemaître.

Assumindo que o Universo começa num 
estado muito denso e quente, Gamow 

iniciou a ideia de NUCLEOSSÍNTESE 
PRIMORDIAL e argumentou como as 
abundâncias de elementos leves como o 
deutério e Hélio (e erradamente também 

para elementos mais pesados do que o 
Hélio) podiam ser explicadas por 
reacções ocorridas nesta época.

 ”On the origin of Chemical Elements” Physcal Review, April 1 1948, Ralph Alpher, Hans Bethe, George Gamow
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



1948

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Ralph Alpher e Robert Herman 
prevêem a temperatura da radiação 
residual do hipotético “Big Bang”, 

hoje denominada
RADIAÇÃO CÓSMICA DE FUNDO  

(RCF)
e obtêm um valor de 5ºK (dois anos 

depois obtiveram 28ºK)

 ”On the relative abundance of the Elements” Physical Review, 74 (1948) 1577, R. Alpher, R. Herman

Ralph Alpher

Robert Herman
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1949

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Fred Hoyle cunhou o termo 
“Big Bang” para o modelo do átomo 

primevo de Lemaître.
(No programa de rádio da BBC “Third 
Programme” emitido às 18H30 GMT 

de 28 de Março de 1949).

Hoyle aceitava a expansão do Universo 
observada por Hubble e descrita por 

Lemaître mas rejeitava a ideia de que o 
Universo tinha um princípio. 

Propôs um modelo alternativo: 
“Modelo do estado estacionário”
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1964

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Arno Penzias e Robert 
Wilson a trabalhar nos 

laboratórios Bell em 
Holmdel, New Jersey, 

com receptores de microndas 
criogénicos ultra-sensíveis 
(antena Horn) observaram 
inesperadamente um ruído 

rádio isotrópico. 
Inadvertidamente, tinham 

descoberto a radiação 
cósmica de fundo, prevista 
pelo modelo do “Big Bang”

 Wilson, R. W.; Penzias, A. A. (1967). "Isotropy of Cosmic Background Radiation at 4080 Megahertz". Science 156 
(3778): 1100–1101
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



1965

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Robert Dicke e Jim Peebles rederivaram 
(alegadamente independentemente do grupo 

de Gamow) a radiação cósmica de fundo. Com 
David Wilkinson e Peter Roll, desenvolveram 

um detector para procurar a radiação mas 
foram ultrapassados pela detecção acidental de 

Penzia e Wilson (a apenas alguns kms de 
Princeton). O grupo de Dicke fez uma 

segunda medição da radiação concluindo uma 
temperatura de 3.5ºK e interpretaram a 

observação de Penzias e Wilson.
A cosmologia do Universo primordial passou 

de especulação a uma ciência empírica.

 Dicke, R. H., Peebles, P. J. E., Roll, P. G., Wilkinson, D. T. (1965). "Cosmic Black-Body Radiation". Astrophysical 
Journal 142: 414–419
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1970

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

 Rubin, V. C.; Ford, W. K. Jr. (1970). "Rotation of the Andromeda Nebula from a Spectroscopic Survey of Emission Regions". 
The Astrophysical Journal 159: 379

Vera Rubin mediu curvas de 
rotação galácticas para 

galáxias em espiral no plano de 
observação.

Wednesday, September 26, 2012
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1975

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Vera Rubin anunciou num 
encontro da American 

Astronomical Society que a 
maior parte das estrelas em 
galáxias em espiral orbitam 
com a mesma velocidade.

Em gravidade Newtoniana isto 
implica que a densidade das 

galáxias deve ser 
aproximadamente constante, 

em contraste com a localização 
das estrelas visíveis - 

maioritariamente no “galactic 
bulge”.
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1978

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Prémio Nobel 
da Física 1978

“...for their discovery of 
cosmic microwave 

background radiation.”
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1981

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Alan Guth propõe a ideia de 
inflação primordial, uma época de 
expansão acelerada logo após o Big 

Bang, para resolver alguns problemas 
do modelo standard cosmológico
(planura, horizonte, monopolos).

Alan Guth, “Inflationary universe: A possible solution to the horizon and flatness problems “, Phys. Rev. D 23, 347–356 (1981)
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1989

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

O satélite COBE 
(COsmic Background Explorer) 

é lançado com o objectivo de medir 
as propriedades da radiação cósmica 

de fundo com grande precisão. 
Inicia uma nova era na Cosmologia: 
a das experiências de alta precisão.

Dois instrumentos fundamentais:
- FIRAS (Far InfraRed Absolute 
Spectrophotometer) vai medir o 

espectro da RCF (Mather)
- DMR (Differential Microwave 

Radiometer) vai mapear as 
anisotropias da RCF; (Smoot)
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1990

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

O resultado do FIRAS 
demonstrou que a RCF tem 
um espectro praticamente

perfeito de radiação de corpo 
negro com temperatura

2.73ºK.

J. C. Mather, et al. (1990). "A Preliminary Measurement of the Cosmic Microwave Background Spectrum by the Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE) Satellite". The Astrophysical Journal 354: L37–40

Wednesday, September 26, 2012
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1992

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

O resultado do DMR exibiu 
flutuações (anisotropias) da RCF 

de cerca de 1 parte em 100 000 
relativamente à temperatura média 

de 2.73ºK.

Smoot, G.F.; et al. (September 1992). "Structure in the COBE differential microwave radiometer first-year maps". Astrophysical 
Journal 396 (1): L1–L5
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



Aula 2
Introdução e perspectiva histórica (cont.)
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1998

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Riess, A., et al. (1998) Observational Evidence from Supernovae for an Accelerating Universe and a Cosmological Constant, Astronomical 
Journal, 116, 1009-1038.
Perlmutter, S., et al. (1999) Measurment of Ω and Λ from 42 High-Redshift Supernovae, Astrophysical Journal, 517, 565-586.

 

 
 

 
11 (17) 

 
 
 
 
The Observations 
 
Figure 1 shows the supernova data from [28] plotted in terms of brightness (bolometric 
magnitude) versus redshift.  

 
Figure 1: The Hubble diagram for 42 high redshift type Ia supernovae from SCP and 18 
low redshift supernovae from the Calan/Tololo Supernova Survey. The solid curves 
represent a range of cosmological models with  = 0 and M = 0, 1 and 2. The dashed 
curves show a range of ”flat” models where M +  = 1. Note the linear redshift 
scale. 
 
 
The larger the magnitude, the fainter is the object. On the redshift scale, z = 1 
corresponds to a light travel time of almost 8 billion light years. The data is compared to 
a number of cosmological scenarios with and without vacuum energy (or cosmological 
constant). The data at z < 0.1 is from [26]. At redshifts z > 0.1 (i.e., distances greater 
than about a billion light years), the cosmological predictions start to diverge. 
Compared to an unrealistic empty Universe ( M  =   = 0) with a constant expansion 
rate, the SNe for a given high redshift are observed to be about 10 - 15% fainter. If the 
Universe were matter dominated ( M = 1), the high-z supernovae should have been 
about 25% brighter than what is actually observed. The conclusion is that the 

Duas equipas 
independentes 

publicam 
evidência, usando 

supernovas Ia, 
que a expansão 
do Universo é 

acelerada.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Início da “Sloane Digital Sky 
Survey”, um varrimento do céu com 
um telescópio dedicado (2.5 metro 

grande angular, telescópio óptico do 
Observatório Apache Point, Novo 

México, EUA. 
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Início da “Sloane Digital Sky 
Survey”, um varrimento do céu com 
um telescópio dedicado (2.5 metro 

grande angular, telescópio óptico do 
Observatório Apache Point, Novo 

México, EUA. 

Até 2011, catalogou observações 
fotométricas de 500 milhões de 

objectos e espectros de mais de um 
milhão, até quasares com z=6.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Ao calcular a probabilidade de 
encontrar uma galáxia a uma dada 
distânica de outra, encontrou um 
pico que é interpretado como a 

escala do horizonte acústico (hoje - 
150 Mpc). Este horizonte é uma 

manifestação das Baryon Acoustic 
Oscillations (BAO).  

D.J. Eisenstein et. al. “Detection of the Baryon Acoustic Peak in the Large-Scale Correlation Function of SDSS Luminous 
Red Galaxies” The Astrophysical Journal. 633, 560 (2005).
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Região de sobre-densidade 
(devido a matéria escura)
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Bariões são atraidos gravitacionalmente para esta região.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Bariões são atraidos gravitacionalmente para esta região.

Antes do desacoplamento matéria-radiação, 
os bariões estão acoplados aos fotões.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Ao colapsarem gravitacionalmente a pressão de radiação 
aumenta e domina, originando uma expansão. 
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

A expansão continua até a pressão da radiação se tornar 
subdominante relativamente à atração gravitacional dos 

bariões. Resulta assim um processo de oscilações acústicas 
bariónicas (BAO).  
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:
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“Timeline”:
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Quando a radiação desacopla dos bariões (e é emitida a 
radiação cósmica de fundo, resulta um “snapshot” destas 

oscilações - que são visíveis na radiação cósmica de fundo.  
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“Timeline”:

Quando a radiação desacopla dos bariões (e é emitida a 
radiação cósmica de fundo), resulta um “snapshot” destas 
oscilações - que são visíveis na radiação cósmica de fundo.  
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Em particular fica marcada na radiação cósmica de fundo uma 
escala - a do horizonte acústico na altura do desacoplamento.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Publicação dos dados da 
experiência 

BOOMERanG 
(Balloon Observations 

of Millimetric  
Extragalactic Radiation 
and Geomagnetics), um 

telescópio de 
microondas, lançado em 

Dezembro de 1998 e 
transportado a uma 

altitude de cerca de 38 
km, sobre a Antártida, 

por um balão.
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Analizando as flutuações 
de temperatura em pares 

(correlador de dois 
pontos) e expressando-a 

numa expansão multipolar

o espectro angular de 
potências revela um pico 

com 

P. de Bernardis et. al. “A flat Universe from High resolution Maps of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation” Nature 
404 (2000) 955-959

�δT (n̂)δT (n̂�)� =
�

�

(2�+ 1)

4π
C�P�(cos θ)

�pico = 197± 6
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

- Apoia modelos de 
matéria escura;

- Restringe parâmetros 
cosmológicos, dado que 

esta escala aparente no céu 
depende da escala física 

original mais a evolução do 
Universo (“distância” até 

nós)

P. de Bernardis et. al. “A flat Universe from High resolution Maps of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation” Nature 
404 (2000) 955-959

� ∝ 1/θ θHA =
rHA

dSLS
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2000

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

 Comparando a escala do 
horizonte acústico na 

recombinação - através do 
sinal presente na RCF -, 

com a escala do horizonte 
acústico na distribuição de 

galáxias obtém-se uma 
restrição para  a evolução 

do Universo  independente 
das supernovas. 

D.J. Eisenstein et. al. “Detection of the Baryon Acoustic Peak in the Large-Scale Correlation Function of SDSS Luminous 
Red Galaxies” The Astrophysical Journal. 633, 560 (2005).
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2001

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Foi lançado o satélite WMAP 
(Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe) para medir as anisotropias 

da RCF com 45 vezes a 
sensibilidade e 33 vezes a resolução 

angular do COBE.
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2001

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Foi lançado o satélite WMAP 
(Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe) para medir as anisotropias 

da RCF com 45 vezes a 
sensibilidade e 33 vezes a resolução 

angular do COBE.

Durante os anos seguintes foram
lançados dados com 1,3,5 e 7 anos
que foram centrais em establecer o

modelo Lambda-CDM para o 
Universo.
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2003

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

M. Markevitch, A. H. Gonzalez, D. Clowe, A. Vikhlinin, L. David, W. Forman, C. Jones, S. Murray, and W. Tucker 
(2003). "Direct constraints on the dark matter self-interaction cross-section from the merging galaxy cluster 1E0657-56". 
Astrophys.J. 606 (2): 819–824

Evidência 
observacional do 
“Bullet Cluster”

fornece a mais forte 
evidência para a 
matéria escura:

Fotografia (em rais X) do “Bullet Cluster” (1E0657-56)  obitada pelo Chandra X-ray Observatory. A exposição foi de 
aproximadamente 140 horas e a escala mostrada é em megaparsecs. O redshift é (z) = 0.3, o que signifa que a luz tem 
comprimentos de onda esticados por um factor de 1.3. De acordo com os modelos de hoje o cluster está a 4 mil milhões de anos 
luz de distância.
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2004

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

A.G. Riess et al., “Type Ia supernova discoveries at z >1 from the Hubble Space Telecope: Evidence for past deceleration 
and constraints on dark energy evolution”, Astrophys. J., 607, 665-687, (2004)

– 59 –

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
z

30

35

40

45

µ

HST Discovered
Ground Discovered

Um estudo pelo “Supernova 
Cosmology Project”, usando o 

Hubble Space Telescope, 
encontra evidência para uma 

fase de desaceleração do 
Universo para z>1.
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2006

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Prémio Nobel 
da Física 2006

“...for their discovery of 
the blackbody form and 
anisotropy of the cosmic 
microwave background 

radiation.”

John C. Mather George F. Smoot
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2011

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:
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2011

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Prémio Nobel 
da Física 2011

“...for the discovery of the 
accelerated expansion of

the Universe through 
observations of distant 

supernovae...”
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2012

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Modelo resultante da combinação das observações: 
- expansão do Universo (especialmente Supernovas);
- RCF (dados do WMAP)
- Estrutura de larga escala (Sloane digital Survey)
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2012

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Modelo resultante da combinação das observações: 
- expansão do Universo (especialmente Supernovas);
- RCF (dados do WMAP)
- Estrutura de larga escala (Sloane digital Survey)

Modelo Lambda-CDM 

13.75± 0.11 Giga anos
Idade do Universo:

Parâmetro de Hubble:
70.5± 1.3 km s−1 Mpc−1

Universo Plano
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2012

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Modelo Lambda-CDM 

13.75± 0.11 Giga anos
Idade do Universo:

Parâmetro de Hubble:
70.5± 1.3 km s−1 Mpc−1

Universo Plano

Conteúdo do Universo:

Modelo resultante da combinação das observações: 
- expansão do Universo (especialmente Supernovas);
- RCF (dados do WMAP)
- Estrutura de larga escala (Sloane digital Survey)
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2012

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Modelo resultante da combinação das observações: 
- expansão do Universo (especialmente Supernovas);
- RCF (dados do WMAP)
- Estrutura de larga escala (Sloane digital Survey)

Modelo Lambda-CDM 

13.75± 0.11 Giga anos
Idade do Universo:

Parâmetro de Hubble:
70.5± 1.3 km s−1 Mpc−1

Universo Plano

Conteúdo do Universo:
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2013

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

“Timeline”:

Primeiro anúncio dos 
resultados cosmológicos 

do satélite Planck, 
lançado em Maio de 2009.
O Planck irá detectar com 

alta resolução tanto a 
intensidade como a 

polarização das 
anisotropias primordiais 
da RCF, com 10 vezes a 
sensibilidade e 3 vezes a 

resolução em escalas 
menores que o WMAP. 
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A evolução do Universo:
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O que são a matéria e a energia escura 
em termos de Física de Partículas ?
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A evolução do 
extraordinariamente 

GRANDE...

... é determinada pelo  
extraordinariamente

pequeno  !
Wednesday, September 26, 2012



As escalas envolvidas são 
extraordinariamente díspares:
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As escalas envolvidas são 
extraordinariamente díspares:

102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros
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As escalas envolvidas são 
extraordinariamente díspares:

102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Universo observável
13.7 mil milhões de anos luz
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Via Láctea
100 mil de anos luz
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Estrela mais próxima 
do Sol, Proxima Centaurus:

4 anos luz
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Distância Terra-Sol:
8 minutos luz
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Raio Terra:
6.3 mil kilometros
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Homem:
1 metro
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Bactérias:
1-10 micrometros
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Átomo:
1 Angstrom
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Nucleões:
1 Fermi
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Quarks:
 menos de 1 milésima de Fermi

Animation by Jeffery Mitchell (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
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102610211016101110610−510−1010−1510−2010−2510−30 1

metros

Para além dos quarks?
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A dinâmica do Universo,
passada, presente e futura,
 é determinada pelo seu 

conteúdo de matéria-energia.
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A dinâmica do Universo,
passada, presente e futura,
 é determinada pelo seu 

conteúdo de matéria-energia.

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν Einstein 1915
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A dinâmica do Universo,
passada, presente e futura,
 é determinada pelo seu 

conteúdo de matéria-energia.

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν Einstein 1915

Gµν + Λgµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν Einstein 1917
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A dinâmica do Universo,
passada, presente e futura,
 é determinada pelo seu 

conteúdo de matéria-energia.

Como é este conteúdo?

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν Einstein 1915

Gµν + Λgµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν Einstein 1917
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Conclusão:
A Física do micro-cosmos 

tem um papel determinante na
dinâmica do macro-cosmos, 
quer das galáxias, quer do 

próprio universo.
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Moral da história:
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Moral da história:

O nosso conhecimento do Universo depende 
crucialmente do nosso conhecimento da 

Física de Partículas;
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Moral da história:

O nosso conhecimento do Universo depende 
crucialmente do nosso conhecimento da 

Física de Partículas;

As nossas teorias de Física de Partículas têm,
na sua descrição do Universo, 

um teste fundamental.
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Moral da história:

O nosso conhecimento do Universo depende 
crucialmente do nosso conhecimento da 

Física de Partículas;

As nossas teorias de Física de Partículas têm,
na sua descrição do Universo, 

um teste fundamental.

Simbiose!
Wednesday, September 26, 2012
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Aula 3
Cosmologia em Relatividade Geral

Cosmologia Padrão

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.4
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Formalismo Matemático

O formalismo natural para estudar Cosmologia é a Relatividade 
Geral, baseada nas equações de Einstein:

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν
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Formalismo Matemático

O formalismo natural para estudar Cosmologia é a Relatividade 
Geral, baseada nas equações de Einstein:

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν

onde        é o tensor de Einstein, construido da métrica       e suas 
primeiras e segundas derivadas de um modo não linear;

Gµν gµν
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Formalismo Matemático

O formalismo natural para estudar Cosmologia é a Relatividade 
Geral, baseada nas equações de Einstein:

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν

onde        é o tensor de Einstein, construido da métrica       e suas 
primeiras e segundas derivadas de um modo não linear;

Gµν gµν

onde        é o tensor de impulsão energia que especifica o conteúdo 
material do sistema considerado - o Universo.

Tµν
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Formalismo Matemático

O formalismo natural para estudar Cosmologia é a Relatividade 
Geral, baseada nas equações de Einstein:

Gµν =
8πG

c4
Tµν

onde        é o tensor de Einstein, construido da métrica       e suas 
primeiras e segundas derivadas de um modo não linear;

Gµν gµν

onde        é o tensor de impulsão energia que especifica o conteúdo 
material do sistema considerado - o Universo.

Tµν

As equações de Einstein são equações diferenciais de segunda 
ordem a derivadas parciais. Pretendemos encontrar soluções não 
triviais.
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Lado esquerdo das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: princípio cosmológico: 
o Universo é homogéneo e isotrópico
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Lado esquerdo das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: princípio cosmológico: 
o Universo é homogéneo e isotrópico

Métrica que descreve o Universo tem a seguinte forma:

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2ds23

onde a métrica espacial pode representar:
- uma esfera (modelo k=+1);
- um plano (modelo k=0);
- um hiperboloide (modelo k=-1);
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Lado esquerdo das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: princípio cosmológico: 
o Universo é homogéneo e isotrópico

Métrica que descreve o Universo tem a seguinte forma:

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2ds23

onde a métrica espacial pode representar:
- uma esfera (modelo k=+1);
- um plano (modelo k=0);
- um hiperboloide (modelo k=-1);

Estes são os modelos de Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker 
(FLRW); a dinâmica do Universo é totalmente descrita pela função 
a(t), denominada factor de escala. 
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Espaços maximalmente simétricos:

• Em n dimensões têm n(n + 1)/2 campos de vectores de
Killing independentes. Em n = 3 temos 6 isometrias.

• São espaços de curvatura constante. Logo

Rµ! = k(n ! 1)gµ!

• Marcando 3 pontos e as geodésicas entre eles obtemos
triângulos com soma dos ângulos =, < ou > que !:

k=0 k=!1 k=+1

PLANO ABERTO FECHADO

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.7Wednesday, September 26, 2012



Lado direito das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: conteúdo material do Universo pode ser representado por 
um fluido perfeito.
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Lado direito das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: conteúdo material do Universo pode ser representado por 
um fluido perfeito.

Tensor de impulsão-energia é:

consideram-se diferentes fluidos, considerando diferentes equações 
de estado, isto é, relações entre densidade e pressão.

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν
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Lado direito das equções de Einstein:

Hipótese: conteúdo material do Universo pode ser representado por 
um fluido perfeito.

Tensor de impulsão-energia é:

consideram-se diferentes fluidos, considerando diferentes equações 
de estado, isto é, relações entre densidade e pressão.

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν

No modelo Lambda-CDM consideram-se 3 tipos de fluido:
- matéria:
- radiação:
- constante cosmológica: 

ρ > 0, p = 0;
p = ρ/3, ρ = 0;

p = −ρ

Wednesday, September 26, 2012



Dinâmica do Universo
Com os pressupostos anteriores, as equações de Einstein
juntamente com a conservação de energia reduzem-se a:

• Equação de Friedmann
!

ȧ

a

"2

+
k

a2
=

8!G

3
" ,

• equação de conservação de energia

d

dt

#

a3(p + ")
$

= ṗa3 ,

• que implicam a equação de Raychaudhuri

ä

a
= !

8!G

6
(" + 3p) .

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.9
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A equação de Raychaudhuri

A equação
ä

a
= !

8!G

6
(" + 3p) .

diz-nos que
" + 3p > 0 " ä < 0 .

ou ainda

Condição de energia forte" Expansão desacelerada

Esta condição é obedecida para matéria e radiação.

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.10
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A equação de Raychaudhuri

A equação
ä

a
= !

8!G

6
(" + 3p) .

diz-nos que
" + 3p > 0 " ä < 0 .

ou ainda

Condição de energia forte" Expansão desacelerada

Esta condição é obedecida para matéria e radiação.

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.10

Dinâmica do Universo
Qualitativamente:

ABERTO

FECHADO

TEMPO

FA
CT

O
R 

D
E 

ES
CA

LA

FUTUROPASSADO

HOJE

SEM GRAVIDADE

Linha tracejada: Matéria a(t) ! t2/3; Radiação a(t) ! t1/2.
COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.11
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Épocas inflacionárias são épocas que esta condição é violada:
O que é a Inflação?
Cosmológica: crescimento acelerado do factor de escala

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.14
Há um crescimento acelerado do factor de escala.
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Inflação Cosmológica
Inflação é uma época em que ä > 0. Requer um tipo exótico de
matéria que produza gravidade repulsiva.

Os modelos típicos de inflação consideram um campo escalar !,
com um potencial V (!) acoplado à gravidade. Estes modelos
são descritos pela acção

S =
1

16!G

!

d4x
!
"g

"

R "
1

2
"µ!"µ! " V (!)

#

.

Ou seja, o conteúdo material - campo escalar - tem o tensor de
impulsão energia

Tµ! = "µ!"!! "
1

2
gµ!""!""! " gµ!V (!) .

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.15
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Dinâmica do Universo
As equações de movimento da acção anterior, com a hipótese
! = !(t) reduzem-se a:

• Equação de Friedmann
!

ȧ

a

"2

+
k

a2
=

1

6

#

!̇2

2
+ V (!)

$

,

• equação do campo escalar

!̈ + 3
ȧ

a
!̇ +

dV

d!
= 0 ,

• que implicam a equação de Raychaudhuri

ä

a
=

1

6

%

!!̇2 + V (!)
&

.

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.16Wednesday, September 26, 2012



A equação de Raychaudhuri

A equação
ä

a
=

1

6

!

!!̇2 + V (!)
"

.

diz-nos que
!!̇2 + V (!) > 0 " ä > 0 .

ou seja

V (!) > !̇2 " Expansão acelerada

Se o inflatão (!) rolar lentamente ao longo de um potencial

positivo, a gravidade torna-se repulsiva.

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.17
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Dinâmica do Universo
Qualitativamente:

V (!)

!!0 tinicial tfinal

FA
CT

O
R 

D
E 

ES
CA

LA

TEMPO

Onde
!

d!

dt

"

(tinicial) = 0 , !(tinicial) = !0 , V (!0) > 0 .

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.18
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A constante cosmológica
Se a dinâmica do campo escalar é dominada pela energia
potencial de um potencial constante, então

Tµ! = !µ!!!! ! 1
2gµ!!"!!"! ! gµ!V (!)

" !V (!)gµ! = !"gµ! ,

onde " > 0 é denominada constante cosmológica.
Ou seja,

V (!) V (!)

"

!!0 !0 !

"

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.19
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O Universo de de Sitter
Se o tensor de impulsão energia for exactamente o de uma
constante cosmológica positiva

Tµ! = !!gµ! ,

a solução exacta das equações de Einstein é denominada o
universo de de Sitter.

ds2 = !dt2 + e±
!

!tds2(R3) .

Corresponde a um universo que inflaciona eternamente.

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.20
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Sobre a constante cosmológica
• Podemos pensar na constante cosmológica como um caso
especial de fluido perfeito. De facto

Tµ! = (! + p)uµu! + pgµ!
p=!"=!!! Tµ! = "!gµ! ;

• Para ! > 0, a condição de energia forte não é obedecida

! + 3p > 0
p=!"# "2! > 0 (falso) .

• Da equação de conservação de energia vemos que a
constante cosmológica é um conteúdo material especial

d

dt

!

a3(p + !)
"

= ṗa3 !

#

$

$

%

$

$

&

Mat. d
dt

(a3!) = 0 ! ! $ 1/a3

Rad. d
dt

(a4!) = 0 ! ! $ 1/a4

! d
dt

(!) = 0 ! ! $ const.

A constante cosmológica não se dilui com a expansão.
COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.21
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Porque queremos inflação?
Nos modelos actuais consideram-se duas épocas inflacionárias:

• Inflação primordial: terá acontecido pouco depois da época de
Planck (entre ! 10!37 até ! 10!35 segundos). É importante para
resolver alguns problemas teóricos do modelo padrão;

• Inflação actual: acontece agora. É importante porque é
observada! (Riess et al. 1998)
De acordo com os dados do satélite WMAP, o conteúdo material
do universo hoje é

• Matéria bariónica: !B ! 4.4%;
• Matéria escura: !DM ! 22%;
• Energia escura: !! ! 73%;

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.23
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Factor de Escala com Inflações:

TEMPO

FA
CT

O
R 

D
E 

ES
CA

LA

T1 T2 T3 T4
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O problema do horizonte
A radiação cósmica de fundo é extremamente isotrópica tendo
um espectro de corpo negro. Termalização implica que todos os
pontos de onde recebemos radiação tenham estado em contacto
térmico. Contudo

!=0

!="

!

!

Horizonte de particula hoje
(hoje)

(desacoplamento)

na altura do desacoplamento
Horizontes de particula 

O horizonte de partícula na altura do desacoplamento
corresponde hoje a um ângulo de cerca de 2o do céu!

COSMOLOGIA QUÂNTICA I – p.25
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A solução da inflação
‘Inflacionando’ as escalas colocamos o horizonte actual dentro
do horizonte causal antes de começar o período inflacionário.

cm10

cm1028

283*10!25cm

Hoje

Hoje

Inf
lac
ao

1mm Desace
leracao

Desaceleracao
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Sobre o Big Bang
O ponto onde o factor de escala se torna zero é, em geral, uma
singularidade de curvatura. Por exemplo, o escalar de Ricci
diverge

R = 6

!

ȧ2 + aä + k
"

a2
.

Isto signifi ca que a teoria de Einstein deixa de ser aplicável perto de a = 0.

Este ponto é sempre atingido algures no passado na cosmologia
padrão. Genericamente, se a condição de energia forte é
obedecida, em conjunto com certas hipóteses sobre causalidade,
a singularidade do Big Bang é sempre atingida (Teoremas de
Singularidades, Penrose e Hawking 1970).

Excepção: Para t pequeno a(t) ! t , k = "1 , # R = 0.
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Epílogo
Para além da Relatividade Geral
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Para além da Relatividade Geral clássica 
consiste em considerar:

- modelos inspirados em descrições fundamentais;
- modelos semi-clássicos;

- modelos clássicos fenomenológicos;
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Uma descrição a partir de uma teoria fundamental
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String theory and hybrid inflation/acceleration
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Abstract: We find a description of hybrid inflation in (3+1)-dimensions using brane
dynamics of Hanany-Witten type. P-term inflation/acceleration of the universe with the
hybrid potential has a slow-roll de Sitter stage and a waterfall stage which leads towards
an N = 2 supersymmetric ground state. We identify the slow-roll stage of inflation with a
non-supersymmetric ‘Coulomb phase’ with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. This stage ends when the
mass squared of one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes negative. At that moment
the brane system starts undergoing a phase transition via tachyon condensation to a fully
Higgsed supersymmetric vacuum which is the absolute ground state of P-term inflation. A
string theory/cosmology dictionary is provided, which leads to constraints on parameters
of the brane construction from cosmological experiments. We display a splitting of mass
levels reminiscent of the Zeeman e!ect due to spontaneous supersymmetry breaking.

Keywords: Superstring Vacua, Brane Dynamics in Gauge Theories, Extended
Supersymmetry, Cosmology of Theories beyond the SM.
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)

– 4 –
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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is a bifurcation point. At |!3|2 ! !/g, the de Sitter minimum becomes a de Sitter maxi-
mum; beyond it, such scalars become tachyonic. The system is unstable and the waterfall
stage of the potential leads it to a ground state. The waterfall stage has non-vanishing
vev’s for the scalars in both the hyper and vector multiplets; this is a mixed Coulomb-Higgs
branch. Finally, the system gets to the absolute minimum with vanishing vev for the scalars
in the vector multiplet, "!3# = 0, and non-vanishing vev for the scalars in hypermultiplet,
"!2#2 = 2!/g. Supersymmetry is unbroken and all fields are massive; they form a massive
N = 2 vector multiplet with M 2 = 2g!. This is a fully Higgsed branch of the gauge theory.

Since the potential is flat in the |!3| direction, the inflaton field, !3, does not naturally
move. However, the gauge theory one-loop potential lifts the flat direction, via a logarithmic
correction [4]–[8]

V =
1
2
!2 +

g2

16"2
!2 ln

|!3|2

|!3|2c
. (2.6)

This is precisely what is necessary to provide a slow roll-down for the inflaton field, since it
is an attractive potential which leads to the motion of the field !3 towards the bifurcation
point and to the end of inflation. Note that in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge models there
are no higher loop infinities [23].

Before proceeding to the string theory model for hybrid inflation, we would like to
stress that in the absence of FI term ! none of the interesting things takes place. The
potential with ! = 0 is plotted in figure 1. There is a Minkowski valley with the flat
direction.

3. NS5-D4/D6-NS5 model

We will now discuss one of the possible brane constructions describing hybrid inflation. The
picture is based on the one studied in [16]–[19] in (3+1)-dimensions. As a warm up, let us
explain the supersymmetric version of this construction, corresponding to the absence of
FI terms, which is depicted in figure 1.

The following table summarizes the brane configuration, where $s indicate directions
in which branes are lying.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D4 $ $ $ $ $
D6 $ $ $ $ $ $ $
NS5 $ $ $ $ $ $

This brane model consists of two NS5-branes with a D4-brane suspended between them.
The field theory on the D4-brane is e"ectively (3+1)-dimensional since one of the D4-brane
worldvolume directions is finite, with length L. Thus, Kaluza-Klein modes may be ignored
as long as we are probing energies smaller than 1/L, and physics is e"ectively (3+1)-
dimensional in the worldvolume theory. The NS5-branes play still another role. They
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tion/acceleration in [1].3 The connection is made more explicit by matching the masses of
the scalars in the hypermultiplet and the one-loop potential computed from the field theory
side with the ones computed from open string theory. In the absence of FI term neither
our gauge model nor the brane construction lead to any interesting cosmological models.
However, when FI terms are present, we find in the gauge theory that the de Sitter type
vacuum breaks supersymmetry spontaneously, a fact which is also imprinted in the whole
string spectrum through the vanishing of the supertrace. Notice that a spontaneously
broken symmetry means that the underlying symmetry may still control the system as it
happens for the standard model.

We will establish a relation between Sen’s tachyon condensation in open string the-
ory [20] and tachyon condensation in the context of preheating in hybrid inflation studied
by Felder, Garcia-Bellido, Greene, Kofman, Linde and Tkachev [21]. In P-term inflation,
when the system passes the bifurcation point, the tachyonic instability develops with the
consequent waterfall to the N = 2 supersymmetric ground state.

2. The potential of the P-term inflation model

The potential of the hybrid hypersymmetric model [1] is

V =
g2

2

!
(|!1|2 + |!2|2)|!3|2 + |!1|2|!2|2 +

1
4

"
|!1|2 ! |!2|2 +

2!
g

#2
$

, (2.1)

which is depicted in figure 1.
Here !3 " A + iB is a complex scalar from the N = 2 vector multiplet and the two

complex scalars !1 " a1 + ib1 and !2 " a2 + ib2 form a quaternion of the hypermultiplet,
charged under the U(1) group. The FI P-term here is "! = (0, 0, !). All 6 real scalars
#i = {A,B, a1, b1, a2, b2} have canonically normalized kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of
the form

Lkin =
1
2

i=6%

i=1

($#i)2 =
1
2
|$!1|2 +

1
2
|$!2|2 +

1
2
|$!3|2 . (2.2)

The potential (2.1) has a local minimum, corresponding to a de Sitter space when coupled to
gravity, with |!3| being a flat direction. These classical vacua break all the supersymmetry
spontaneously; here, the vev of the hypers vanishes, #!1$ = #!2$ = 0, and the vev of the
scalar from the vector multiplet, which is the inflaton field, is non-vanishing, #!3$ %= 0.
The masses of all the fields in the de Sitter valley are as follows: in the vector multiplet
the gauge field Aµ and a gaugino %A are massless, whereas the masses of the fields in the
hypermultiplet are split:

M2
2 = g2|!3|2 ! g! , M! = g|!3| , M2

1 = g2|!3|2 + g! . (2.3)
3We use the term Coulomb branch (Coulomb-Higgs branch) even for the case of time-dependent non-

vanishing vev’s of the vector multiplet scalars and vanishing vev’s of the hypermultiplet scalars (scalars in

both vector and hypermultiplet are time dependent and non-vanishing).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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is a bifurcation point. At |!3|2 ! !/g, the de Sitter minimum becomes a de Sitter maxi-
mum; beyond it, such scalars become tachyonic. The system is unstable and the waterfall
stage of the potential leads it to a ground state. The waterfall stage has non-vanishing
vev’s for the scalars in both the hyper and vector multiplets; this is a mixed Coulomb-Higgs
branch. Finally, the system gets to the absolute minimum with vanishing vev for the scalars
in the vector multiplet, "!3# = 0, and non-vanishing vev for the scalars in hypermultiplet,
"!2#2 = 2!/g. Supersymmetry is unbroken and all fields are massive; they form a massive
N = 2 vector multiplet with M 2 = 2g!. This is a fully Higgsed branch of the gauge theory.

Since the potential is flat in the |!3| direction, the inflaton field, !3, does not naturally
move. However, the gauge theory one-loop potential lifts the flat direction, via a logarithmic
correction [4]–[8]

V =
1
2
!2 +

g2

16"2
!2 ln

|!3|2

|!3|2c
. (2.6)

This is precisely what is necessary to provide a slow roll-down for the inflaton field, since it
is an attractive potential which leads to the motion of the field !3 towards the bifurcation
point and to the end of inflation. Note that in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge models there
are no higher loop infinities [23].

Before proceeding to the string theory model for hybrid inflation, we would like to
stress that in the absence of FI term ! none of the interesting things takes place. The
potential with ! = 0 is plotted in figure 1. There is a Minkowski valley with the flat
direction.

3. NS5-D4/D6-NS5 model

We will now discuss one of the possible brane constructions describing hybrid inflation. The
picture is based on the one studied in [16]–[19] in (3+1)-dimensions. As a warm up, let us
explain the supersymmetric version of this construction, corresponding to the absence of
FI terms, which is depicted in figure 1.

The following table summarizes the brane configuration, where $s indicate directions
in which branes are lying.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D4 $ $ $ $ $
D6 $ $ $ $ $ $ $
NS5 $ $ $ $ $ $

This brane model consists of two NS5-branes with a D4-brane suspended between them.
The field theory on the D4-brane is e"ectively (3+1)-dimensional since one of the D4-brane
worldvolume directions is finite, with length L. Thus, Kaluza-Klein modes may be ignored
as long as we are probing energies smaller than 1/L, and physics is e"ectively (3+1)-
dimensional in the worldvolume theory. The NS5-branes play still another role. They
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Figure 2: Cosmological potential without Fayet-Iliopoulos term. The motion of the D4 corresponds
to moving along the bottom of the valley, which has a zero potential.

freeze the motion of the D4-brane in the 7, 8, 9 directions. Hence, such scalars will not
appear in the worldvolume theory; the only scalars arising therein correspond to motions
in the 4, 5 direction, and form the two real scalars of the N = 2 vector multiplet.

In order to include matter in the D4-brane worldvolume theory, we introduce a D6-
brane. The (4-6) and (6-4) strings will then form an N = 2 hypermultiplet. The spectrum
of these strings is given with some detail in appendix A. Moreover, including the D6-brane
does not break any further supersymmetry, since the projectors of the supersymmetry
conditions are compatible with the ones of the NS5 and D4. Therefore, the worldvolume
theory on the D4-brane is a (3+1)-dimensional, N = 2 U(1) gauge theory with one charged
hypermultiplet. Of course this is exactly the theory discussed in section 2 without the FI
term. Due to supersymmetry we are free to move the D4-brane along the directions 4, 5
at no energy cost. This corresponds to motion along the Minkowski valley in figure 1 and
the Coulomb branch of the gauge theory.

A much more interesting situation takes place when we turn on the Fayet-Iliopoulos
term, as emphasized in the last section for cosmological applications. Consider displacing
the NS5-branes along direction 7 as shown in figure 1a. Since the D4-brane has to remain
connected to the NS5-branes, this introduces an angle ! between the D4-brane and the
D6-brane, which in general breaks supersymmetry, as shown in [24]. As we shall see, this
angle ! corresponds in the field theory language to the FI parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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on the D7 side will depend on a gauge field on its surface. To
understand the dynamics of the branes we will consider a
D7-brane in a background of the D3-brane. We will allow a
world-volume gauge field on D7 and find that supersymme-
try is broken when this gauge field is not self-dual. The po-
tential between branes will be shown to have a logarithmic
dependence on the distance, as expected for broken super-
symmetry.
In an alternative picture, a D3-brane will probe the back-

ground of a D7-brane with a bulk B field. The combined
system will be supersymmetric under the condition that the B
field is self-dual. For the non-self-dual field we calculate the
potential and find again a logarithmic dependence on the
distance. Therefore we recover from the probe approxima-
tion, the gauge theory and open string theory results !8".

A. Perturbative string theory analysis

Consider a type IIB system with D3- and D7-branes plus
a constant world-volume gauge field F field along the direc-
tions given in Table I. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. It describes
a de Sitter stage of a hybrid inflation and it is T dual to the
type IIA D4-D6 model of branes at an angle #without the
NS5-branes$, considered in !8".
We place D7 at (x4)2!(x5)2"0 and D3 is initially at

some d2"(x4)2!(x5)2#dc
2 , where dc is defined in Eq.

#2.13$. There is a constant world-volume gauge field F
"dA$B present on D7:

F67"tan %1 , F89"tan %2 , #2.1$

responsible for the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry.
For example, we may have B"0 in the bulk and the follow-
ing vector fields on the brane:

A6"$
1
2tan %1x7, A7"

1
2tan %1x6,

A8

"$
1
2tan %2x9, A9"

1
2tan %2x8. #2.2$

Note that if F is self-dual, supersymmetry would be unbro-
ken !22". This will be explained via & symmetry in Sec. II B.
For future reference we define

F %"F%!F, #2.3$

and similarly for B.
Let us define complex coordinates:

z1"x6!ix7, z2"x8!ix9. #2.4$

The boundary conditions on the D3-D7 strings along the
6,7,8,9, directions are, therefore,

#'(zk$)"0"0, #')zk!tan %k'(zk$)"*"0 #2.5$

#no sum on k), where k"1,2, and similar conditions for z̄ k
#with tan %k!$tan %k). Let us now write the mode expan-
sion as

zk"+
n
An!,k
k e (n!,k)((!i))!+

n
Bn!,k
k e (n!,k)(($i)).

#2.6$

The first boundary condition yields

An!,k
k "$Bn!,k

k , #2.7$

while the second one gives

e2*i,k"$
1!i tan %k
1$i tan %k

!,k"
1
* ! %k!

*

2 " . #2.8$

We take $*/2&%k&*/2, which implies that 0&,k&1. It
only remains to find out the zero-point energy as a function
of ,k , in the NS sector. We use

+
n"1

-

#n$,$"$
1
12 #6,2$6,!1 $. #2.9$

The bosons along directions x6,7 and x8,9 are quantized with
mode numbers n%,k and the fermions have mode numbers
n%(,k$1/2). Thus the zero point energy of the system will
be

E"$
1
2 ! #,1$ 1

2#!#,2$ 1
2# " . #2.10$

TABLE I. Setup of branes and flux.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

D3 ' ' ' '

D7 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

F ' ' ' '

FIG. 1. The D3-D7 ‘‘cosmological’’ system. The 3-3 strings
give rise to the N"2 vector multiplet, the 7-3 strings to the hyper-
multiplet and the world-volume gauge field F to the FI terms of the
D"4 gauge theory.
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Figure 2: Cosmological potential without Fayet-Iliopoulos term. The motion of the D4 corresponds
to moving along the bottom of the valley, which has a zero potential.

freeze the motion of the D4-brane in the 7, 8, 9 directions. Hence, such scalars will not
appear in the worldvolume theory; the only scalars arising therein correspond to motions
in the 4, 5 direction, and form the two real scalars of the N = 2 vector multiplet.

In order to include matter in the D4-brane worldvolume theory, we introduce a D6-
brane. The (4-6) and (6-4) strings will then form an N = 2 hypermultiplet. The spectrum
of these strings is given with some detail in appendix A. Moreover, including the D6-brane
does not break any further supersymmetry, since the projectors of the supersymmetry
conditions are compatible with the ones of the NS5 and D4. Therefore, the worldvolume
theory on the D4-brane is a (3+1)-dimensional, N = 2 U(1) gauge theory with one charged
hypermultiplet. Of course this is exactly the theory discussed in section 2 without the FI
term. Due to supersymmetry we are free to move the D4-brane along the directions 4, 5
at no energy cost. This corresponds to motion along the Minkowski valley in figure 1 and
the Coulomb branch of the gauge theory.

A much more interesting situation takes place when we turn on the Fayet-Iliopoulos
term, as emphasized in the last section for cosmological applications. Consider displacing
the NS5-branes along direction 7 as shown in figure 1a. Since the D4-brane has to remain
connected to the NS5-branes, this introduces an angle ! between the D4-brane and the
D6-brane, which in general breaks supersymmetry, as shown in [24]. As we shall see, this
angle ! corresponds in the field theory language to the FI parameter.
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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on the D7 side will depend on a gauge field on its surface. To
understand the dynamics of the branes we will consider a
D7-brane in a background of the D3-brane. We will allow a
world-volume gauge field on D7 and find that supersymme-
try is broken when this gauge field is not self-dual. The po-
tential between branes will be shown to have a logarithmic
dependence on the distance, as expected for broken super-
symmetry.
In an alternative picture, a D3-brane will probe the back-

ground of a D7-brane with a bulk B field. The combined
system will be supersymmetric under the condition that the B
field is self-dual. For the non-self-dual field we calculate the
potential and find again a logarithmic dependence on the
distance. Therefore we recover from the probe approxima-
tion, the gauge theory and open string theory results !8".

A. Perturbative string theory analysis

Consider a type IIB system with D3- and D7-branes plus
a constant world-volume gauge field F field along the direc-
tions given in Table I. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. It describes
a de Sitter stage of a hybrid inflation and it is T dual to the
type IIA D4-D6 model of branes at an angle #without the
NS5-branes$, considered in !8".
We place D7 at (x4)2!(x5)2"0 and D3 is initially at

some d2"(x4)2!(x5)2#dc
2 , where dc is defined in Eq.

#2.13$. There is a constant world-volume gauge field F
"dA$B present on D7:

F67"tan %1 , F89"tan %2 , #2.1$

responsible for the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry.
For example, we may have B"0 in the bulk and the follow-
ing vector fields on the brane:

A6"$
1
2tan %1x7, A7"

1
2tan %1x6,

A8

"$
1
2tan %2x9, A9"

1
2tan %2x8. #2.2$

Note that if F is self-dual, supersymmetry would be unbro-
ken !22". This will be explained via & symmetry in Sec. II B.
For future reference we define

F %"F%!F, #2.3$

and similarly for B.
Let us define complex coordinates:

z1"x6!ix7, z2"x8!ix9. #2.4$

The boundary conditions on the D3-D7 strings along the
6,7,8,9, directions are, therefore,

#'(zk$)"0"0, #')zk!tan %k'(zk$)"*"0 #2.5$

#no sum on k), where k"1,2, and similar conditions for z̄ k
#with tan %k!$tan %k). Let us now write the mode expan-
sion as

zk"+
n
An!,k
k e (n!,k)((!i))!+

n
Bn!,k
k e (n!,k)(($i)).

#2.6$

The first boundary condition yields

An!,k
k "$Bn!,k

k , #2.7$

while the second one gives

e2*i,k"$
1!i tan %k
1$i tan %k

!,k"
1
* ! %k!

*

2 " . #2.8$

We take $*/2&%k&*/2, which implies that 0&,k&1. It
only remains to find out the zero-point energy as a function
of ,k , in the NS sector. We use

+
n"1

-

#n$,$"$
1
12 #6,2$6,!1 $. #2.9$

The bosons along directions x6,7 and x8,9 are quantized with
mode numbers n%,k and the fermions have mode numbers
n%(,k$1/2). Thus the zero point energy of the system will
be

E"$
1
2 ! #,1$ 1

2#!#,2$ 1
2# " . #2.10$

TABLE I. Setup of branes and flux.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

D3 ' ' ' '

D7 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

F ' ' ' '

FIG. 1. The D3-D7 ‘‘cosmological’’ system. The 3-3 strings
give rise to the N"2 vector multiplet, the 7-3 strings to the hyper-
multiplet and the world-volume gauge field F to the FI terms of the
D"4 gauge theory.
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)

– 4 –
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volume. It describes an N!2 gauge model with Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and the potential of the hybrid P-term
inflation. The motion of the D3-brane towards D7 in a phase with spontaneously broken supersymmetry
provides a period of slow-roll inflation in the de Sitter valley, the role of the inflaton being played by the
distance between D3- and D7-branes. After tachyon condensation a supersymmetric ground state is formed: a
D3-D7 bound state corresponding to an Abelian non-linear !non-commutative" instanton. In this model the
existence of a non-vanishing cosmological constant is associated with the resolution of the instanton singular-
ity. We discuss a possible embedding of this model into a compactified M-theory setup.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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on the D7 side will depend on a gauge field on its surface. To
understand the dynamics of the branes we will consider a
D7-brane in a background of the D3-brane. We will allow a
world-volume gauge field on D7 and find that supersymme-
try is broken when this gauge field is not self-dual. The po-
tential between branes will be shown to have a logarithmic
dependence on the distance, as expected for broken super-
symmetry.
In an alternative picture, a D3-brane will probe the back-

ground of a D7-brane with a bulk B field. The combined
system will be supersymmetric under the condition that the B
field is self-dual. For the non-self-dual field we calculate the
potential and find again a logarithmic dependence on the
distance. Therefore we recover from the probe approxima-
tion, the gauge theory and open string theory results !8".

A. Perturbative string theory analysis

Consider a type IIB system with D3- and D7-branes plus
a constant world-volume gauge field F field along the direc-
tions given in Table I. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. It describes
a de Sitter stage of a hybrid inflation and it is T dual to the
type IIA D4-D6 model of branes at an angle #without the
NS5-branes$, considered in !8".
We place D7 at (x4)2!(x5)2"0 and D3 is initially at

some d2"(x4)2!(x5)2#dc
2 , where dc is defined in Eq.

#2.13$. There is a constant world-volume gauge field F
"dA$B present on D7:

F67"tan %1 , F89"tan %2 , #2.1$

responsible for the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry.
For example, we may have B"0 in the bulk and the follow-
ing vector fields on the brane:

A6"$
1
2tan %1x7, A7"

1
2tan %1x6,

A8

"$
1
2tan %2x9, A9"

1
2tan %2x8. #2.2$

Note that if F is self-dual, supersymmetry would be unbro-
ken !22". This will be explained via & symmetry in Sec. II B.
For future reference we define

F %"F%!F, #2.3$

and similarly for B.
Let us define complex coordinates:

z1"x6!ix7, z2"x8!ix9. #2.4$

The boundary conditions on the D3-D7 strings along the
6,7,8,9, directions are, therefore,

#'(zk$)"0"0, #')zk!tan %k'(zk$)"*"0 #2.5$

#no sum on k), where k"1,2, and similar conditions for z̄ k
#with tan %k!$tan %k). Let us now write the mode expan-
sion as

zk"+
n
An!,k
k e (n!,k)((!i))!+

n
Bn!,k
k e (n!,k)(($i)).

#2.6$

The first boundary condition yields

An!,k
k "$Bn!,k

k , #2.7$

while the second one gives

e2*i,k"$
1!i tan %k
1$i tan %k

!,k"
1
* ! %k!

*

2 " . #2.8$

We take $*/2&%k&*/2, which implies that 0&,k&1. It
only remains to find out the zero-point energy as a function
of ,k , in the NS sector. We use

+
n"1

-

#n$,$"$
1
12 #6,2$6,!1 $. #2.9$

The bosons along directions x6,7 and x8,9 are quantized with
mode numbers n%,k and the fermions have mode numbers
n%(,k$1/2). Thus the zero point energy of the system will
be

E"$
1
2 ! #,1$ 1

2#!#,2$ 1
2# " . #2.10$

TABLE I. Setup of branes and flux.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

D3 ' ' ' '

D7 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

F ' ' ' '

FIG. 1. The D3-D7 ‘‘cosmological’’ system. The 3-3 strings
give rise to the N"2 vector multiplet, the 7-3 strings to the hyper-
multiplet and the world-volume gauge field F to the FI terms of the
D"4 gauge theory.
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)

– 4 –
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance
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the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]

STrM2 !
!

j

("1)2j(1 + 2j)M2
j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,

M2
2 = g2|!3|2c " g" = 0 # |!3|c =

"
"

g
(2.5)

– 4 –
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A proposal is made for a cosmological D3-D7 model with a constant magnetic flux along the D7 world
volume. It describes an N!2 gauge model with Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and the potential of the hybrid P-term
inflation. The motion of the D3-brane towards D7 in a phase with spontaneously broken supersymmetry
provides a period of slow-roll inflation in the de Sitter valley, the role of the inflaton being played by the
distance between D3- and D7-branes. After tachyon condensation a supersymmetric ground state is formed: a
D3-D7 bound state corresponding to an Abelian non-linear !non-commutative" instanton. In this model the
existence of a non-vanishing cosmological constant is associated with the resolution of the instanton singular-
ity. We discuss a possible embedding of this model into a compactified M-theory setup.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$

V!
g2

2 &†&!A2"B2"

#!12 !Pr"2"Pr" g2&†'r&"%r# $ , !1.1"

where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to

V!
g2

2 !&†&!A2"B2""" 12&†'r&"
%r

g # 2$ . !1.2"

An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
2 !g2!A2"B2"$g% , !1.3"

is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential

)V!
%2g2

16*2 ln
%A2"B2%
%A2"B2%c

!1.4"

for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance

%A2"B2%c!
%

g !1.5"

the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Cosmological potential with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. De Sitter valley is classically flat; it
is lifted by the one-loop correction corresponding to the one-loop potential between D4-D6. In this
figure the valley is along the |!3| axis; the orthogonal direction is a line passing through the origin
of the complex !2 plane and we have put |!1| = 0. Notice there is no Z2 symmetry of the ground
state, it is just a cross section of the full U(1) symmetry corresponding to the phase of the complex
!2 field. The fields are shown in units of

!
!/g. The bifurcation point corresponds to |!3| =

!
!/g,

!2 = 0. The absolute minimum is at !3 = 0, !2 =
!

2!/g.

Here ! is the hyperino, !1 (!2) are positively (negatively) charged scalars of the hyper-
multiplet. The value of the potential at this vacuum is V = "2/2. This is the cosmological
constant driving the exponential expansion of the universe. This state corresponds to a
Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory. The presence of the FI term breaks super-
symmetry spontaneously, which is imprinted in the fact that the supertrace of the mass
spectrum vanishes [22]
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j = 0 , (2.4)

where j is the spin of the state. The right hand side of this equation vanishes in our case
since the total U(1) charge vanishes for the hypermultiplet.

The point where one of the scalars in the hypermultiplet becomes massless,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid inflation #1$ can be naturally implemented in the
context of supersymmetric theories #2–5$. The basic feature
of these inflationary models is the existence of two phases in
the evolution of the universe: a slow-roll inflation in the de
Sitter valley of the potential !the Coulomb phase of the
gauge theory" and a tachyon condensation phase, or ‘‘water-
fall stage,’’ towards the ground state Minkowski vacuum !a
Higgs phase in gauge theory".
In N!1 supersymmetric theories, hybrid inflation may

arise as F-term inflation #2,3$ or D-term inflation #4$. In N
!2 supersymmetric theories there is a triplet of Fayet-
Iliopoulos !FI" terms, %r, where r!1,2,3. Choosing the ori-
entation of the triplet of FI terms, %r, in directions 1,2,
F-term inflation is promoted to N!2 supersymmetry #6$.
The more general case with N!2, when all 3 components of
the FI terms are present, is called P-term inflation #7$. When
%3 is non-vanishing, a special case of D-term inflation with
Yukawa coupling related to gauge coupling is recovered. In
this fashion, the two supersymmetric formulations of hybrid
inflation are unified in the framework of N!2 P-term infla-
tion. This gauge theory has the potential #7$
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where Pr is a triplet of auxiliary fields of the N!2 vector
multiplet, &†,& are 2 complex scalars forming a charged
hypermultiplet, A ,B are scalars from the N!2 vector mul-
tiplet and g is the gauge coupling. The auxiliary field satisfies
the equation Pr!#(g&†'r&/2"%r) and the potential sim-
plifies to
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An additional advantage of using N!2 supersymmetric
models for inflation is the possibility to link it to M or string
theory where cases with N!2 supersymmetry are simpler
and less arbitrary than the cases with N!1 supersymmetry.
In our first attempt1 to link string theory to a gauge model

with a hybrid potential #8$, we used a system with a D4-
brane attached to Neveu-Schwarz 5-branes !NS5-branes" that
have a small angle relative to a D6-brane, so that the Cou-
lomb phase of the theory is slightly non-supersymmetric and
forces the D4 to move towards the D6-brane !see also #9$".
This setup reproduces accurately the properties of the non-
supersymmetric de Sitter vacuum of P-term inflation, for
which (Pr)deSit!#%r and (V)deSit!%! 2/2. In particular, the
mass splitting of the scalars in the hypermultiplet !e.g. for
the case of %3!%(0),

M hyper
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is reproduced by the low-lying string states; the attractive
force between the D4- and D6-brane is a one-loop effect
from the open string channel, and correctly reproduces the
one-loop gauge theory potential
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for large values of the inflaton field. Notice the inflaton is the
distance between D4 and D6 in the brane model.
When the distance between the branes becomes smaller

than the critical distance
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the spectrum of 4-6 strings develops a tachyon. The tachyon
condensation is associated with a phase transition. A final*Email address: keshav@itp.stanford.edu
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Abstract
We review different computation methods for the renormalized energy–
momentum tensor of a quantized scalar field in an Einstein static universe. For
the extensively studied conformally coupled case, we check their equivalence;
for different couplings, we discuss violation of different energy conditions.
In particular, there is a family of masses and couplings which violate the
weak and strong energy conditions but do not lead to spacelike propagation.
Amongst these cases is that of a minimally coupled massless scalar field with no
potential. We also point out a particular coupling for which a massless scalar
field has vanishing renormalized energy–momentum tensor. We discuss the
backreaction problem and in particular the possibility that this Casimir energy
could both source a short inflationary epoch and avoid the big bang singularity
through a bounce.

PACS numbers: 04.62.+v, 98.80.!k

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The Casimir effect [1] is a manifestation of the vacuum fluctuations of a quantum field. It was
first considered in systems with boundaries, and it is known that the Casimir force is highly
sensitive to the size, geometry and topology of such boundaries. In particular, it may change
from attractive to repulsive depending on such shape [2]. But the Casimir force is also present
in systems with no boundaries and a compact topology, since the latter imposes periodicity
conditions which resemble boundary conditions.

If our universe is either open or flat, with non-trivial topology, or closed, every quantum
field living on it should generate a Casimir-type force, which has led many authors to study
the Casimir effect in FRW models (see [2] and references therein for a review). In the case
of a spherical universe, most computations of the Casimir energy, or more generically, of
the renormalized stress–energy tensor, have focused on conformally coupled scalar fields.
For instance, a massless conformally coupled scalar field, the electromagnetic field and the
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where kR
i are the right vector fields dual to ! i

R and k2 is one of the two Casimirs in SO(4).
Note that the eigenfunctions of the Klein–Gordon operator (! ! "R ! µ2) may be taken in
the form

#n = e!i$tDmL,mR

j , (1)

where the index n represents all quantum numbers j,mL,mR and DmL,mR

j represents a Wigner
D-function [10]. Such a function may be thought of as a spherical harmonic on the 3-sphere
or as a matrix element of the rotation operator "j,mL|R̂(%,&, ' )|j,mR#, where |j,m# is the
basis of a representation of SU(2) and (%,&, ' ) are Euler angles. It follows straightforwardly
that the dispersion relation becomes

$2
j = (2j + 1)2 + 6" ! 1

R2
+ µ2, j = 0,

1
2
, 1,

3
2
, . . . (2)

with the degeneracy of each frequency being dj = (2j + 1)2, in agreement with the spectrum
found in [12]. For the case of a minimally coupled field, this spectrum was first found by
Schrödinger [11]. Note that there are no unstable modes for " $ R+

0 , which includes minimal
and conformal coupling. This is the range of couplings which we will analyse in the following.

Canonical quantization of the scalar field can be performed unambiguously. One finds
the mode expansion

#̂ =
!

n

â†
n(n + ân(

%
n, (n =

"
2j + 1
2$jV

#n,

with V = 2)2R3 being the volume of the constant t hypersurfaces and with the operators
â
†
n, ân obeying the usual commutation relation

#
ân, â

†
n&

$
= *nn& .

The classical energy–momentum tensor of the scalar field is more conveniently written in
the natural tetrad basis ea =

%
dt, R! 1

R

&
2, R! 2

R

&
2, R! 3

R

&
2
'
,

Tab = ka#kb# ! gab

2
kc#kc# ! µ2

2
gab#

2 + "(Gab ! 'akb + gab !)#2, (3)

where we have denoted ka =
%
+/+t, kR

i

'
. The conformal case (" = 1/6, µ = 0) has

zero trace; quantum mechanically, however, the renormalized energy–momentum tensor for a
conformally coupled, free massless scalar field generically develops a trace anomaly, which
can be written solely in terms of geometric quantities of the background [15, 16]. In four
spacetime dimensions such an anomaly takes the form

(
T a

a

)
ren = 1

120(4))2

*
CabcdC

abcd ! 1
3
(RabcdR

abcd ! 4RabR
cd + 4R2)

+
+ ,'2R. (4)

The coefficient , is renormalization scheme dependent. This trace is zero for the ESU: the
Ricci scalar is constant, the Weyl tensor Cabcd vanishes since the geometry is conformally
flat and the second Euler density also vanishes since the Euler characteristic of any odd
dimensional sphere is zero.

3. Renormalization

Denoting the non-vanishing components of
(
T a

b

)
as

(
T 0

0
)

( !- and
(
T 1

1
)

=
(
T 2

2
)

=(
T 3

3
)
( p, we find the unrenormalized quantities

-0 = 1
V

+)!

n=1

n2 $n

2
, p0 = 1

V

+)!

n=1

n2 $2
n ! µ2

6$n

, (5)
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where kR
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Note that the eigenfunctions of the Klein–Gordon operator (! ! "R ! µ2) may be taken in
the form
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j , (1)

where the index n represents all quantum numbers j,mL,mR and DmL,mR

j represents a Wigner
D-function [10]. Such a function may be thought of as a spherical harmonic on the 3-sphere
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found in [12]. For the case of a minimally coupled field, this spectrum was first found by
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where we have denoted ka =
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. The conformal case (" = 1/6, µ = 0) has

zero trace; quantum mechanically, however, the renormalized energy–momentum tensor for a
conformally coupled, free massless scalar field generically develops a trace anomaly, which
can be written solely in terms of geometric quantities of the background [15, 16]. In four
spacetime dimensions such an anomaly takes the form

(
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)
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The coefficient , is renormalization scheme dependent. This trace is zero for the ESU: the
Ricci scalar is constant, the Weyl tensor Cabcd vanishes since the geometry is conformally
flat and the second Euler density also vanishes since the Euler characteristic of any odd
dimensional sphere is zero.

3. Renormalization

Denoting the non-vanishing components of
(
T a

b

)
as

(
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( !- and
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)
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( p, we find the unrenormalized quantities
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Figure 5. Left: scale factor for a universe with a cosmological constant, dust and the quantum
fluid of a massless scalar field; right: detail near t = 0 clearly showing the bounce structure.

4. Discussion

The main purpose of this paper was to point out that the Casimir effect in the ESU becomes
repulsive for a family of scalar fields with various couplings to the Ricci scalar and masses.
This can lead to an inflationary era in the early universe, which generically seems to be
too short to solve the usual big bang model problems. More interestingly, it can lead to a
cosmological bounce. To understand how, let us briefly consider the backreaction problem by
taking the semiclassical Einstein equations,

Gµ! + "gµ! = T (matter)
µ! +

!
T #

µ!

"
.

Analysing the simple massless case (18), for $ > 0, we conclude that the quantum fluid
can support a self-consistent Einstein static universe with some radius, a fact first noticed in
[19]. Considering the Friedmann equation and Raychaudhuri equations (reinserting Newton’s
constant)

Ṙ2 + k = 8%G

3
&R2, R̈ = !4%G

3
(& + 3p)R,

and taking the quantum fluid and a positive cosmological constant

& = " +
$

R4
, p = !" +

$

3R4
,

a self-consistent solution is obtained with

k = +1, " = $

R4
, R =

#
16%G$

3
. (20)

Clearly, this solution suffers from fine tuning and is a universe of the order of the Planck size.
A stable ESU was recently obtained in the context of loop quantum cosmology in [22]. For
the case with $ < 0, the fluid can, with the help of dust and a positive cosmological constant,
produce an inflationary era followed by a decelerating phase and the present accelerating era.
Indeed, taking

& = " ! |$|
R4

+
'

R3
, p = !" ! |$|

3R4
,
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Abstract
We review different computation methods for the renormalized energy–
momentum tensor of a quantized scalar field in an Einstein static universe. For
the extensively studied conformally coupled case, we check their equivalence;
for different couplings, we discuss violation of different energy conditions.
In particular, there is a family of masses and couplings which violate the
weak and strong energy conditions but do not lead to spacelike propagation.
Amongst these cases is that of a minimally coupled massless scalar field with no
potential. We also point out a particular coupling for which a massless scalar
field has vanishing renormalized energy–momentum tensor. We discuss the
backreaction problem and in particular the possibility that this Casimir energy
could both source a short inflationary epoch and avoid the big bang singularity
through a bounce.

PACS numbers: 04.62.+v, 98.80.!k

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The Casimir effect [1] is a manifestation of the vacuum fluctuations of a quantum field. It was
first considered in systems with boundaries, and it is known that the Casimir force is highly
sensitive to the size, geometry and topology of such boundaries. In particular, it may change
from attractive to repulsive depending on such shape [2]. But the Casimir force is also present
in systems with no boundaries and a compact topology, since the latter imposes periodicity
conditions which resemble boundary conditions.

If our universe is either open or flat, with non-trivial topology, or closed, every quantum
field living on it should generate a Casimir-type force, which has led many authors to study
the Casimir effect in FRW models (see [2] and references therein for a review). In the case
of a spherical universe, most computations of the Casimir energy, or more generically, of
the renormalized stress–energy tensor, have focused on conformally coupled scalar fields.
For instance, a massless conformally coupled scalar field, the electromagnetic field and the
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where kR
i are the right vector fields dual to ! i

R and k2 is one of the two Casimirs in SO(4).
Note that the eigenfunctions of the Klein–Gordon operator (! ! "R ! µ2) may be taken in
the form

#n = e!i$tDmL,mR

j , (1)

where the index n represents all quantum numbers j,mL,mR and DmL,mR

j represents a Wigner
D-function [10]. Such a function may be thought of as a spherical harmonic on the 3-sphere
or as a matrix element of the rotation operator "j,mL|R̂(%,&, ' )|j,mR#, where |j,m# is the
basis of a representation of SU(2) and (%,&, ' ) are Euler angles. It follows straightforwardly
that the dispersion relation becomes

$2
j = (2j + 1)2 + 6" ! 1

R2
+ µ2, j = 0,

1
2
, 1,

3
2
, . . . (2)

with the degeneracy of each frequency being dj = (2j + 1)2, in agreement with the spectrum
found in [12]. For the case of a minimally coupled field, this spectrum was first found by
Schrödinger [11]. Note that there are no unstable modes for " $ R+

0 , which includes minimal
and conformal coupling. This is the range of couplings which we will analyse in the following.

Canonical quantization of the scalar field can be performed unambiguously. One finds
the mode expansion

#̂ =
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n

â†
n(n + ân(

%
n, (n =

"
2j + 1
2$jV

#n,

with V = 2)2R3 being the volume of the constant t hypersurfaces and with the operators
â
†
n, ân obeying the usual commutation relation

#
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†
n&

$
= *nn& .

The classical energy–momentum tensor of the scalar field is more conveniently written in
the natural tetrad basis ea =

%
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2 + "(Gab ! 'akb + gab !)#2, (3)

where we have denoted ka =
%
+/+t, kR
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'
. The conformal case (" = 1/6, µ = 0) has

zero trace; quantum mechanically, however, the renormalized energy–momentum tensor for a
conformally coupled, free massless scalar field generically develops a trace anomaly, which
can be written solely in terms of geometric quantities of the background [15, 16]. In four
spacetime dimensions such an anomaly takes the form

(
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)
ren = 1

120(4))2

*
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abcd ! 1
3
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abcd ! 4RabR
cd + 4R2)

+
+ ,'2R. (4)

The coefficient , is renormalization scheme dependent. This trace is zero for the ESU: the
Ricci scalar is constant, the Weyl tensor Cabcd vanishes since the geometry is conformally
flat and the second Euler density also vanishes since the Euler characteristic of any odd
dimensional sphere is zero.

3. Renormalization

Denoting the non-vanishing components of
(
T a

b

)
as

(
T 0

0
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( !- and
(
T 1
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=
(
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( p, we find the unrenormalized quantities
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Figure 5. Left: scale factor for a universe with a cosmological constant, dust and the quantum
fluid of a massless scalar field; right: detail near t = 0 clearly showing the bounce structure.

4. Discussion

The main purpose of this paper was to point out that the Casimir effect in the ESU becomes
repulsive for a family of scalar fields with various couplings to the Ricci scalar and masses.
This can lead to an inflationary era in the early universe, which generically seems to be
too short to solve the usual big bang model problems. More interestingly, it can lead to a
cosmological bounce. To understand how, let us briefly consider the backreaction problem by
taking the semiclassical Einstein equations,

Gµ! + "gµ! = T (matter)
µ! +

!
T #

µ!

"
.

Analysing the simple massless case (18), for $ > 0, we conclude that the quantum fluid
can support a self-consistent Einstein static universe with some radius, a fact first noticed in
[19]. Considering the Friedmann equation and Raychaudhuri equations (reinserting Newton’s
constant)

Ṙ2 + k = 8%G

3
&R2, R̈ = !4%G

3
(& + 3p)R,

and taking the quantum fluid and a positive cosmological constant

& = " +
$

R4
, p = !" +

$

3R4
,

a self-consistent solution is obtained with

k = +1, " = $

R4
, R =

#
16%G$

3
. (20)

Clearly, this solution suffers from fine tuning and is a universe of the order of the Planck size.
A stable ESU was recently obtained in the context of loop quantum cosmology in [22]. For
the case with $ < 0, the fluid can, with the help of dust and a positive cosmological constant,
produce an inflationary era followed by a decelerating phase and the present accelerating era.
Indeed, taking

& = " ! |$|
R4

+
'

R3
, p = !" ! |$|

3R4
,
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where
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f0(1 + it) " f0(1 " it)
exp(2$ t) " 1

dt. (19)

The quantity ! is plotted as a function of # in figure 3. In particular, the special value of
the coupling where ! changes sign corresponds to a theory where the renormalized energy–
momentum tensor vanishes in the ESU. Its numerical value is #c & 0.053 91. In figure 4, some
energy conditions are displayed.
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for different couplings, we discuss violation of different energy conditions.
In particular, there is a family of masses and couplings which violate the
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Amongst these cases is that of a minimally coupled massless scalar field with no
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through a bounce.
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1. Introduction

The Casimir effect [1] is a manifestation of the vacuum fluctuations of a quantum field. It was
first considered in systems with boundaries, and it is known that the Casimir force is highly
sensitive to the size, geometry and topology of such boundaries. In particular, it may change
from attractive to repulsive depending on such shape [2]. But the Casimir force is also present
in systems with no boundaries and a compact topology, since the latter imposes periodicity
conditions which resemble boundary conditions.

If our universe is either open or flat, with non-trivial topology, or closed, every quantum
field living on it should generate a Casimir-type force, which has led many authors to study
the Casimir effect in FRW models (see [2] and references therein for a review). In the case
of a spherical universe, most computations of the Casimir energy, or more generically, of
the renormalized stress–energy tensor, have focused on conformally coupled scalar fields.
For instance, a massless conformally coupled scalar field, the electromagnetic field and the
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where kR
i are the right vector fields dual to ! i

R and k2 is one of the two Casimirs in SO(4).
Note that the eigenfunctions of the Klein–Gordon operator (! ! "R ! µ2) may be taken in
the form

#n = e!i$tDmL,mR

j , (1)

where the index n represents all quantum numbers j,mL,mR and DmL,mR

j represents a Wigner
D-function [10]. Such a function may be thought of as a spherical harmonic on the 3-sphere
or as a matrix element of the rotation operator "j,mL|R̂(%,&, ' )|j,mR#, where |j,m# is the
basis of a representation of SU(2) and (%,&, ' ) are Euler angles. It follows straightforwardly
that the dispersion relation becomes
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j = (2j + 1)2 + 6" ! 1
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+ µ2, j = 0,
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, . . . (2)

with the degeneracy of each frequency being dj = (2j + 1)2, in agreement with the spectrum
found in [12]. For the case of a minimally coupled field, this spectrum was first found by
Schrödinger [11]. Note that there are no unstable modes for " $ R+

0 , which includes minimal
and conformal coupling. This is the range of couplings which we will analyse in the following.

Canonical quantization of the scalar field can be performed unambiguously. One finds
the mode expansion

#̂ =
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â†
n(n + ân(
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n, (n =
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2j + 1
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with V = 2)2R3 being the volume of the constant t hypersurfaces and with the operators
â
†
n, ân obeying the usual commutation relation
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†
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= *nn& .

The classical energy–momentum tensor of the scalar field is more conveniently written in
the natural tetrad basis ea =
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dt, R! 1
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2 + "(Gab ! 'akb + gab !)#2, (3)

where we have denoted ka =
%
+/+t, kR

i

'
. The conformal case (" = 1/6, µ = 0) has

zero trace; quantum mechanically, however, the renormalized energy–momentum tensor for a
conformally coupled, free massless scalar field generically develops a trace anomaly, which
can be written solely in terms of geometric quantities of the background [15, 16]. In four
spacetime dimensions such an anomaly takes the form

(
T a
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)
ren = 1

120(4))2

*
CabcdC

abcd ! 1
3
(RabcdR

abcd ! 4RabR
cd + 4R2)

+
+ ,'2R. (4)

The coefficient , is renormalization scheme dependent. This trace is zero for the ESU: the
Ricci scalar is constant, the Weyl tensor Cabcd vanishes since the geometry is conformally
flat and the second Euler density also vanishes since the Euler characteristic of any odd
dimensional sphere is zero.

3. Renormalization

Denoting the non-vanishing components of
(
T a

b

)
as

(
T 0

0
)

( !- and
(
T 1
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=
(
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=(
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( p, we find the unrenormalized quantities
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Figure 5. Left: scale factor for a universe with a cosmological constant, dust and the quantum
fluid of a massless scalar field; right: detail near t = 0 clearly showing the bounce structure.

4. Discussion

The main purpose of this paper was to point out that the Casimir effect in the ESU becomes
repulsive for a family of scalar fields with various couplings to the Ricci scalar and masses.
This can lead to an inflationary era in the early universe, which generically seems to be
too short to solve the usual big bang model problems. More interestingly, it can lead to a
cosmological bounce. To understand how, let us briefly consider the backreaction problem by
taking the semiclassical Einstein equations,

Gµ! + "gµ! = T (matter)
µ! +

!
T #

µ!

"
.

Analysing the simple massless case (18), for $ > 0, we conclude that the quantum fluid
can support a self-consistent Einstein static universe with some radius, a fact first noticed in
[19]. Considering the Friedmann equation and Raychaudhuri equations (reinserting Newton’s
constant)

Ṙ2 + k = 8%G

3
&R2, R̈ = !4%G

3
(& + 3p)R,

and taking the quantum fluid and a positive cosmological constant

& = " +
$

R4
, p = !" +

$

3R4
,

a self-consistent solution is obtained with

k = +1, " = $

R4
, R =

#
16%G$

3
. (20)

Clearly, this solution suffers from fine tuning and is a universe of the order of the Planck size.
A stable ESU was recently obtained in the context of loop quantum cosmology in [22]. For
the case with $ < 0, the fluid can, with the help of dust and a positive cosmological constant,
produce an inflationary era followed by a decelerating phase and the present accelerating era.
Indeed, taking

& = " ! |$|
R4

+
'

R3
, p = !" ! |$|

3R4
,
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The quantity ! is plotted as a function of # in figure 3. In particular, the special value of
the coupling where ! changes sign corresponds to a theory where the renormalized energy–
momentum tensor vanishes in the ESU. Its numerical value is #c & 0.053 91. In figure 4, some
energy conditions are displayed.
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is also similar to Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [16] in the sense that the breakdown of Lorentz

invariance means we treat time as distinct from space.

In section 2 we introduce the model, give our motivation and explain how it is con-

structed. In section 3 we study the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe which re-

sults from our model. We close our paper with conclusions and discussions in section 4.

2 The model

We propose the following alteration of Einstein’s gravity defined by the action

S = − 3λ

4πG2
N

�
d4x

√
−g

��
1 +

GN

6λ
(R+K)− q

�
, (2.1)

plus radiation and matter actions Srad + SM. We work with units c = � = 1 and thus the

Planck length is �P =
√
GN . There are two dimensionless constants λ and q introduced. As

we will see later, λ and q set the scale of inflation and the cosmological constant (CC) at late

times, respectively. The scalar quantity K is defined by

K := − 2√
h
£n

�√
hK

�
= −2(K2

+ nσ∂σK) , (2.2)

where hµν ≡ gµν + nµnν and Kµν ≡ 1
2£nhµν , with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the induced metric

and extrinsic curvature on the space-like surface M with the normalised time-like vector n
normal to M.

To be more concrete, we adopt the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition [17]

ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dx
i
+N idt)(dxj +N jdt) , (2.3)

where N and Ni, respectively, are the lapse and shift functions, and hij with i, j = 1, 2, 3
is the spatial metric which coincides with the induced metric defined above. The normal

derivative is expressed as

£n = N−1
(∂t −£N ) , (2.4)

with the Lie derivative £N for the vector field Ni. The extrinsic curvature then yields

Kij =
1

2N

�
ḣij −∇iNj −∇jNi

�
, (2.5)

where ∇i is the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric hij .
A few remarks are in order: first, the action (2.1) is related to the DBI action, as

we shall see shortly, but it is different from Born-Infeld generalisations of Einstein’s gravity

discussed by Deser and Gibbons [18]. Second, it is noteworthy that the theory defined by

the action (2.1), though generally covariant, breaks Lorentz invariance by introducing the

preferred time-like vector n. However, in weakly curved space-times, i.e., GN (R+K) � λ, it
reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert action with the (space-like) Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary

term [19, 20].

The motivation to consider the action (2.1) is based on the following observation: with

the conformally flat ansatz

ds2 = �2P φ(τ, �x)2
�
− dτ2 + d�x2

�
, (2.6)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mystery surrounding dark energy and dark matter,
as well as the expected detection of gravitational radiation
in the near future, and consequent observation of strong
gravity dynamics, are powerful motivations to explore
gravitational theories beyond Einstein’s general relativity.
In the most optimistic scenarios some distinct phenome-
nological signature of Einstein’s gravity or of some alter-
natives/extension thereof could be identified. Moreover,
such studies, commonly shed light on general relativity
itself. An example is the extension of general relativity to
higher dimensions, from which one understands how spe-
cial are the uniqueness theorems for black hole solutions of
general relativity. One other example is higher curvature
gravity, from which one understands how special is the fact
that the equations of motion of general relativity are only
second order in derivatives.

In this paper we further explore an extension of general
relativity recently proposed by some of us [1]. This gravi-
tational theory was motivated by conformal invariance and
the realization that a Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type confor-
mal scalar theory has a phenomenologically interesting
dynamics when its degree of freedom is interpreted as
the conformal factor of a conformally flat universe. Such
a cosmological model can yield noneternal (primordial)
inflation spontaneously, smoothly connected to a radiation
and matter era and a subsequent (present) accelerated

expansion. The two distinct accelerating periods, with
two distinct effective cosmological constants, are a mani-
festation that the cosmological constant can vary in this
theory. Moreover, a large hierarchy between these two
cosmological constants can be naturally achieved, if the
naive cosmological constant appearing in a weak curvature
expansion of the theory is associated to the TeV scale,
suggesting also a new mechanism to address the cosmo-
logical constant problem.
The extension of this model to include all gravitational

field degrees of freedom (rather than just an overall con-
formal factor) suggested the introduction of an everywhere
timelike unit vector field n, coupled to the gravitational
sector (but not necessarily to the matter sector) of the
theory. We therefore dub this theory n-DBI gravity. Such
coupling leads to the breakdown of Lorentz invariance, but
since n decouples from the gravitational dynamics in the
weak curvature limit, Lorentz invariance is restored and
Einstein gravity is recovered in this limit. This breakdown
of Lorentz invariance at strong curvature and restoring at
weak curvature is somewhat reminiscent of what was
proposed in Horava-Lifschitz gravity [2]; in our theory,
however, it is explicit.
Mathematically, the introduction of n, allows n-DBI

gravity—which has an infinite power series in the Ricci
curvature—to yield equations of motion which are at most
second order in time, albeit higher order in spatial deriva-
tives. This is in principle a desirable property, so as to avoid
ghosts in the quantum theory, a property normally associ-
ated with only Lovelock gravity [3], of which Einstein
gravity is a particular example. Thus, our model, illustrates
one other path to achieve this property. Also, the existence
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is also similar to Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [16] in the sense that the breakdown of Lorentz

invariance means we treat time as distinct from space.

In section 2 we introduce the model, give our motivation and explain how it is con-

structed. In section 3 we study the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe which re-

sults from our model. We close our paper with conclusions and discussions in section 4.

2 The model

We propose the following alteration of Einstein’s gravity defined by the action
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plus radiation and matter actions Srad + SM. We work with units c = � = 1 and thus the

Planck length is �P =
√
GN . There are two dimensionless constants λ and q introduced. As

we will see later, λ and q set the scale of inflation and the cosmological constant (CC) at late

times, respectively. The scalar quantity K is defined by
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where hµν ≡ gµν + nµnν and Kµν ≡ 1
2£nhµν , with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the induced metric

and extrinsic curvature on the space-like surface M with the normalised time-like vector n
normal to M.

To be more concrete, we adopt the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition [17]

ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dx
i
+N idt)(dxj +N jdt) , (2.3)

where N and Ni, respectively, are the lapse and shift functions, and hij with i, j = 1, 2, 3
is the spatial metric which coincides with the induced metric defined above. The normal

derivative is expressed as

£n = N−1
(∂t −£N ) , (2.4)

with the Lie derivative £N for the vector field Ni. The extrinsic curvature then yields

Kij =
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ḣij −∇iNj −∇jNi
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, (2.5)

where ∇i is the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric hij .
A few remarks are in order: first, the action (2.1) is related to the DBI action, as

we shall see shortly, but it is different from Born-Infeld generalisations of Einstein’s gravity

discussed by Deser and Gibbons [18]. Second, it is noteworthy that the theory defined by

the action (2.1), though generally covariant, breaks Lorentz invariance by introducing the

preferred time-like vector n. However, in weakly curved space-times, i.e., GN (R+K) � λ, it
reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert action with the (space-like) Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary

term [19, 20].

The motivation to consider the action (2.1) is based on the following observation: with

the conformally flat ansatz

ds2 = �2P φ(τ, �x)2
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− dτ2 + d�x2
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Figure 2. The evolution of the flat universe, log φ vs. conformal time τ , with matter for q = 1+10
−7

with λ = E = 1 and EM = 10
−1

. There are four distinct epochs; (1) near de Sitter inflation at early

times, (2) radiation-dominated, (3) matter-dominated, and (4) near de Sitter late time acceleration.

The dotted purple, dot-dashed green, long-dotted red, and dashed brown curves are (3.4), (3.5), (3.13),

and (3.6), respectively.

The effect of the curvature k is only reflected in the scalar curvature R = 6φ−4
(φφ̈ + kφ2

).

Matter adds the term EMφ to the r.h.s. of (3.2); this becomes clear once we express the

equation of motion in terms of the scale factor a(t), yielding a modified Friedmann equation:
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where H is the Hubble parameter a
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to the usual Friedmann equation
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where we used q ∼ 1. It is now clear that we can identify

8πG2
Nρc
3
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4
0 = 2E�4P , and

8πG2
Nρc
3

ΩMa
3
0 = 2EM�3P . (3.12)

The constant a0 is the scale factor at present and ρc ≡ 8πGN/(3H
2
0 ) is the critical density.

In figure 2 the evolution of the flat universe with matter is plotted. In the matter-dominated

period, the evolution is approximately given by

(4) Matter-domination: E/EM, (EM/λ)1/3 � φ �
�
EM/λ(1− q
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)
�1/3

and τ > τreheat,

φ ∼ EM
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2

=⇒ a ∼ (9EM�P /2)
1/3
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2/3

, (3.13)

where the numerics suggests τM < τreheat. As we remarked in the last footnote, the

inclusion of matter simply adds the matter-dominated epoch taking over the radiation-

dominated period.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mystery surrounding dark energy and dark matter,
as well as the expected detection of gravitational radiation
in the near future, and consequent observation of strong
gravity dynamics, are powerful motivations to explore
gravitational theories beyond Einstein’s general relativity.
In the most optimistic scenarios some distinct phenome-
nological signature of Einstein’s gravity or of some alter-
natives/extension thereof could be identified. Moreover,
such studies, commonly shed light on general relativity
itself. An example is the extension of general relativity to
higher dimensions, from which one understands how spe-
cial are the uniqueness theorems for black hole solutions of
general relativity. One other example is higher curvature
gravity, from which one understands how special is the fact
that the equations of motion of general relativity are only
second order in derivatives.

In this paper we further explore an extension of general
relativity recently proposed by some of us [1]. This gravi-
tational theory was motivated by conformal invariance and
the realization that a Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type confor-
mal scalar theory has a phenomenologically interesting
dynamics when its degree of freedom is interpreted as
the conformal factor of a conformally flat universe. Such
a cosmological model can yield noneternal (primordial)
inflation spontaneously, smoothly connected to a radiation
and matter era and a subsequent (present) accelerated

expansion. The two distinct accelerating periods, with
two distinct effective cosmological constants, are a mani-
festation that the cosmological constant can vary in this
theory. Moreover, a large hierarchy between these two
cosmological constants can be naturally achieved, if the
naive cosmological constant appearing in a weak curvature
expansion of the theory is associated to the TeV scale,
suggesting also a new mechanism to address the cosmo-
logical constant problem.
The extension of this model to include all gravitational

field degrees of freedom (rather than just an overall con-
formal factor) suggested the introduction of an everywhere
timelike unit vector field n, coupled to the gravitational
sector (but not necessarily to the matter sector) of the
theory. We therefore dub this theory n-DBI gravity. Such
coupling leads to the breakdown of Lorentz invariance, but
since n decouples from the gravitational dynamics in the
weak curvature limit, Lorentz invariance is restored and
Einstein gravity is recovered in this limit. This breakdown
of Lorentz invariance at strong curvature and restoring at
weak curvature is somewhat reminiscent of what was
proposed in Horava-Lifschitz gravity [2]; in our theory,
however, it is explicit.
Mathematically, the introduction of n, allows n-DBI

gravity—which has an infinite power series in the Ricci
curvature—to yield equations of motion which are at most
second order in time, albeit higher order in spatial deriva-
tives. This is in principle a desirable property, so as to avoid
ghosts in the quantum theory, a property normally associ-
ated with only Lovelock gravity [3], of which Einstein
gravity is a particular example. Thus, our model, illustrates
one other path to achieve this property. Also, the existence
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is also similar to Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [16] in the sense that the breakdown of Lorentz

invariance means we treat time as distinct from space.

In section 2 we introduce the model, give our motivation and explain how it is con-

structed. In section 3 we study the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe which re-

sults from our model. We close our paper with conclusions and discussions in section 4.

2 The model
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plus radiation and matter actions Srad + SM. We work with units c = � = 1 and thus the

Planck length is �P =
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2£nhµν , with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the induced metric

and extrinsic curvature on the space-like surface M with the normalised time-like vector n
normal to M.
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where N and Ni, respectively, are the lapse and shift functions, and hij with i, j = 1, 2, 3
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derivative is expressed as
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where ∇i is the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric hij .
A few remarks are in order: first, the action (2.1) is related to the DBI action, as

we shall see shortly, but it is different from Born-Infeld generalisations of Einstein’s gravity

discussed by Deser and Gibbons [18]. Second, it is noteworthy that the theory defined by

the action (2.1), though generally covariant, breaks Lorentz invariance by introducing the

preferred time-like vector n. However, in weakly curved space-times, i.e., GN (R+K) � λ, it
reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert action with the (space-like) Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary

term [19, 20].

The motivation to consider the action (2.1) is based on the following observation: with

the conformally flat ansatz
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Figure 2. The evolution of the flat universe, log φ vs. conformal time τ , with matter for q = 1+10
−7

with λ = E = 1 and EM = 10
−1

. There are four distinct epochs; (1) near de Sitter inflation at early

times, (2) radiation-dominated, (3) matter-dominated, and (4) near de Sitter late time acceleration.

The dotted purple, dot-dashed green, long-dotted red, and dashed brown curves are (3.4), (3.5), (3.13),

and (3.6), respectively.

The effect of the curvature k is only reflected in the scalar curvature R = 6φ−4
(φφ̈ + kφ2

).

Matter adds the term EMφ to the r.h.s. of (3.2); this becomes clear once we express the

equation of motion in terms of the scale factor a(t), yielding a modified Friedmann equation:
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The constant a0 is the scale factor at present and ρc ≡ 8πGN/(3H
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In figure 2 the evolution of the flat universe with matter is plotted. In the matter-dominated

period, the evolution is approximately given by

(4) Matter-domination: E/EM, (EM/λ)1/3 � φ �
�
EM/λ(1− q

−2
)
�1/3

and τ > τreheat,

φ ∼ EM
2

(τ − τM)
2

=⇒ a ∼ (9EM�P /2)
1/3

(t− tM)
2/3

, (3.13)

where the numerics suggests τM < τreheat. As we remarked in the last footnote, the

inclusion of matter simply adds the matter-dominated epoch taking over the radiation-

dominated period.
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is also similar to Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [16] in the sense that the breakdown of Lorentz

invariance means we treat time as distinct from space.

In section 2 we introduce the model, give our motivation and explain how it is con-

structed. In section 3 we study the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe which re-

sults from our model. We close our paper with conclusions and discussions in section 4.

2 The model

We propose the following alteration of Einstein’s gravity defined by the action

S = − 3λ

4πG2
N

�
d4x

√
−g

��
1 +

GN

6λ
(R+K)− q

�
, (2.1)

plus radiation and matter actions Srad + SM. We work with units c = � = 1 and thus the

Planck length is �P =
√
GN . There are two dimensionless constants λ and q introduced. As

we will see later, λ and q set the scale of inflation and the cosmological constant (CC) at late

times, respectively. The scalar quantity K is defined by

K := − 2√
h
£n

�√
hK

�
= −2(K2

+ nσ∂σK) , (2.2)

where hµν ≡ gµν + nµnν and Kµν ≡ 1
2£nhµν , with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the induced metric

and extrinsic curvature on the space-like surface M with the normalised time-like vector n
normal to M.

To be more concrete, we adopt the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition [17]

ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dx
i
+N idt)(dxj +N jdt) , (2.3)

where N and Ni, respectively, are the lapse and shift functions, and hij with i, j = 1, 2, 3
is the spatial metric which coincides with the induced metric defined above. The normal

derivative is expressed as

£n = N−1
(∂t −£N ) , (2.4)

with the Lie derivative £N for the vector field Ni. The extrinsic curvature then yields

Kij =
1

2N

�
ḣij −∇iNj −∇jNi

�
, (2.5)

where ∇i is the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric hij .
A few remarks are in order: first, the action (2.1) is related to the DBI action, as

we shall see shortly, but it is different from Born-Infeld generalisations of Einstein’s gravity

discussed by Deser and Gibbons [18]. Second, it is noteworthy that the theory defined by

the action (2.1), though generally covariant, breaks Lorentz invariance by introducing the

preferred time-like vector n. However, in weakly curved space-times, i.e., GN (R+K) � λ, it
reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert action with the (space-like) Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary

term [19, 20].

The motivation to consider the action (2.1) is based on the following observation: with

the conformally flat ansatz

ds2 = �2P φ(τ, �x)2
�
− dτ2 + d�x2

�
, (2.6)
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n-DBI gravity is a gravitational theory introduced in [C. Herdeiro and S. Hirano, arXiv:1109.1468.],

motivated by Dirac-Born-Infeld type conformal scalar theory and designed to yield noneternal inflation

spontaneously. It contains a foliation structure provided by an everywhere timelike vector field n, which
couples to the gravitational sector of the theory, but decouples in the small curvature limit. We show that

any solution of Einstein gravity with a particular curvature property is a solution of n-DBI gravity. Among

them is a class of geometries isometric to a Reissner-Nordström–(anti)-de Sitter black hole, which is

obtained within the spherically symmetric solutions of n-DBI gravity minimally coupled to the Maxwell

field. These solutions have, however, two distinct features from their Einstein gravity counterparts: (1) the

cosmological constant appears as an integration constant and can be positive, negative, or vanishing,

making it a variable quantity of the theory; and (2) there is a nonuniqueness of solutions with the same

total mass, charge, and effective cosmological constant. Such inequivalent solutions cannot be mapped to

each other by a foliation preserving diffeomorphism. Physically they are distinguished by the expansion

and shear of the congruence tangent to n, which define scalar invariants on each leaf of the foliation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.124048 PACS numbers: 04.50.!h, 04.20.Jb, 04.70.Bw

I. INTRODUCTION

The mystery surrounding dark energy and dark matter,
as well as the expected detection of gravitational radiation
in the near future, and consequent observation of strong
gravity dynamics, are powerful motivations to explore
gravitational theories beyond Einstein’s general relativity.
In the most optimistic scenarios some distinct phenome-
nological signature of Einstein’s gravity or of some alter-
natives/extension thereof could be identified. Moreover,
such studies, commonly shed light on general relativity
itself. An example is the extension of general relativity to
higher dimensions, from which one understands how spe-
cial are the uniqueness theorems for black hole solutions of
general relativity. One other example is higher curvature
gravity, from which one understands how special is the fact
that the equations of motion of general relativity are only
second order in derivatives.

In this paper we further explore an extension of general
relativity recently proposed by some of us [1]. This gravi-
tational theory was motivated by conformal invariance and
the realization that a Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type confor-
mal scalar theory has a phenomenologically interesting
dynamics when its degree of freedom is interpreted as
the conformal factor of a conformally flat universe. Such
a cosmological model can yield noneternal (primordial)
inflation spontaneously, smoothly connected to a radiation
and matter era and a subsequent (present) accelerated

expansion. The two distinct accelerating periods, with
two distinct effective cosmological constants, are a mani-
festation that the cosmological constant can vary in this
theory. Moreover, a large hierarchy between these two
cosmological constants can be naturally achieved, if the
naive cosmological constant appearing in a weak curvature
expansion of the theory is associated to the TeV scale,
suggesting also a new mechanism to address the cosmo-
logical constant problem.
The extension of this model to include all gravitational

field degrees of freedom (rather than just an overall con-
formal factor) suggested the introduction of an everywhere
timelike unit vector field n, coupled to the gravitational
sector (but not necessarily to the matter sector) of the
theory. We therefore dub this theory n-DBI gravity. Such
coupling leads to the breakdown of Lorentz invariance, but
since n decouples from the gravitational dynamics in the
weak curvature limit, Lorentz invariance is restored and
Einstein gravity is recovered in this limit. This breakdown
of Lorentz invariance at strong curvature and restoring at
weak curvature is somewhat reminiscent of what was
proposed in Horava-Lifschitz gravity [2]; in our theory,
however, it is explicit.
Mathematically, the introduction of n, allows n-DBI

gravity—which has an infinite power series in the Ricci
curvature—to yield equations of motion which are at most
second order in time, albeit higher order in spatial deriva-
tives. This is in principle a desirable property, so as to avoid
ghosts in the quantum theory, a property normally associ-
ated with only Lovelock gravity [3], of which Einstein
gravity is a particular example. Thus, our model, illustrates
one other path to achieve this property. Also, the existence
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